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ABSTRACT: Supported single atom catalysts on defected graphene show great
potential for electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CO. In this study, we perform a
computational screening of single and di-atom catalysts (MNCs and FeMNC
respectively) with M varying from Sc to Zn on nitrogen-doped graphene for CO2
reduction using hybrid-density functional theory and potential dependent micro-
kinetic modeling. The formation energy calculations reveal several stable single and
di-atom doping site motifs. We consider the kinetics of CO2 using the binding
energies of CO2* and COOH* intermediates as the descriptors to analyze the
activity of these catalysts. In comparison to (211) transition metal (TM) surfaces,
both MNCs and FeMNCs show a variety of binding motifs of the reaction
intermediates on different metal dopants. We find four MNCs as CrNC, MnNC,
FeNC, and CoNC with high catalytic efficiency for CO2R. Among the different
FeMNCs with varying doping geometry and surrounding N-coordination, we have
identified 11 candidates having high TOF for CO production and lower selectivity
for the hydrogen evolution reaction. FeMnNC shows the highest activity for CO2R. Large CO2* dipole−field interactions in both
the MNCs and FeMNCs give rise to deviations in scaling from TM surfaces.

KEYWORDS: single and di-atom catalysts, electrocatalysis, CO2 reduction, density functional theory, microkinetic modeling

■ INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical carbon dioxide reduction (CO2R) is one of
the promising approaches for the sustainable production of
carbon-based fuels and chemicals.1,2 In this process, CO2 is
electrochemically reduced to organic products containing one
or more carbon atoms (C1 or C2 products). CO is the simplest
of these products, which can be used as feedstock for the
production of hydrocarbons in the Fischer−Tropsch reaction.3

Nanostructured gold (Au) surfaces are presently the most
efficient catalysts for CO2 to CO conversion.4 Nevertheless,
they are expensive, and the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) at reductive potentials reduces the selectivity for CO
production on these transition metal (TM) surfaces.5 For
industrial-scale applications, earth-abundant and stable electro-
catalysts with high activity and selectivity for CO2R are
needed.2

Two-dimensional (2D) materials have in the past decade
emerged as a promising class of catalysts with unique
geometries.6−9 However, for electrocatalytic conversion of
CO2 to C1 and C2 products, pristine surfaces of some of the
2D materials such as graphene and graphitic-C3N4 are found to
be inert and the introduction of dopants, defect states, or edge
sites are needed to activate for electrocatalysis.10−17 Embed-
ding single transition metal atoms on nitrogen-doped defected
graphene (MNC) surfaces has been found as efficient
electrocatalysts for CO2R.

18−21 While CO2* adsorption is

the limiting step for transition and coinage metal surfaces over
relevant potentials, on the single atom catalysts (SACs), either
the CO2* adsorption or COOH* formation is identified as the
rate limiting step.21 Furthermore, the single metal dopants
show greater surface-adsorbate dipole−field interactions, due
to their narrow d-bands. This enhances the binding affinity of
reactive intermediates on the catalytic centers under applied
potential and provides a greater tunability of catalytic activity
beyond the TM scaling.21

Inspired by the bimetallic alloys and transition metal
complexes,4,22,23 we hypothesize that enhancing the number
of active sites by introducing two adjacently placed metal
dopants will open up new possibilities for coordination of
reaction intermediates. Recent literature has reported the
synthesis of a few di-atom catalysts (DACs).23−32 For example,
a DAC consisting of Ni and Fe pair supported on a nitrogen-
doped graphene surface was reported to show a high Faradaic
efficiency (FE) of 98% for CO formation within the potential
window −0.4 to −1.0 V vs RHE. X-ray absorption spectros-
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copy and HAADF-STEM images of the catalyst surface gives
clear evidence for the presence of Ni−Fe metal pairs. We
expect that screening of other metal dimers and analysis of
their activity will allow us to identify a greater number of
promising electrocatalysts for CO2R.
In this work, we perform a computational screening of single

and di-atom dopants supported on a nitrogen-doped graphene
surface (MNCs and M′MNCs respectively, where M and M′
are transition metal dopants) based on the stability and activity
for CO2R. The metal dopants, M, range from Sc to Zn. We
consider Fe as the candidate for M′, given that recent
experimental studies have investigated synthetic pathways for
FeMNC di-atom catalysts.24−32 We evaluate the formation
energies of single and di-atom metal dopants on different
defected sites of a nitrogen-doped graphene sheet. Based on
hybrid DFT functional HSE06 and potential dependent free-
energy calculations,33−36 we determine how the binding
geometries of reactive intermediates on metallic dopants in
SACs are influenced by the introduction of another metal
dopant at an adjacent position in DACs. Using a kinetic
volcano with the adsorption energies of CO2* and COOH* as
the activity descriptors,21 we have identified several single and
di-atom candidates as potential candidates with a good
catalytic activity. Among the eight FeM dimers, we find that
FeMn has both higher stability and TOF for CO2R in
comparison to the earlier reported FeNi dimer. We show that
the adsorbate dipole−field interactions influence the binding
affinity of the adsorbates, giving rise to different binding motifs
of the intermediates on the metal dopants and deviation of the
binding energies beyond the transition metal scaling.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computations of Formation Energies Suggest a
Variety of Stable Single- and Di-Atom Site Motifs. We
have calculated the formation energies (ΔEform) of the single
and di-atom metal dopants on different vacancy sites using eq
1 to understand the stability of the site motifs in SACs and
DACs.

Δ = − −−E E E E n( )/form M1/M2 NC M1/M2(bulk) NC (1)

Here, EM1/M2 − NC denotes the energy of the SACs and DACs.
The reference energies for metal dopants denoted as EM1/M2
are obtained from the DFT calculated energies of the bulk
metal. n is the total number of dopant sites in SACs and DACs,
and ENC denotes the DFT calculated energy of the defected
graphene surface without the metal dopants.
The ΔEform values for the SACs with single and double

carbon atom vacancy sites on N-doped graphene show that the
double carbon atom vacancy is the most favorable doping site.
Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information show the
structural possibilities and formation energies of SACs,
respectively, considered for the different metal dopants with
the single and double carbon atom vacancy sites. However, for
two metal atoms, the possible doping sites remain debated in
the recent works. Therefore, to understand the preferred
structure for DACs, we calculate the formation energies of dual
metal dopants on different vacancy sites, varying from two to
six carbon atoms.
Figure 1 shows the structural arrangement of the vacancy

defects and metal atom arrangements. The vacancy defects are
denoted by a two-letter symbol based on the vacancy site. For
example, DV corresponds to the di-carbon atom vacancy sites,

TV for tri-carbon atom vacancy, and so on. The di- and quad-
carbon atom vacancies show three different atomic arrange-
ments of the defect sites, whereas for the other vacancy types,
we identify only one possible arrangement. The metal dopants
are coordinated to the 2D material support through the N-
atoms.
Figure 2 shows the formation energies (ΔEform) of the di-

atom catalysts (FeMNC). Based on the formation energy

values, we find that the stability of the DACs depends on the
defect structure of the graphene surface. The quad-atom
vacancy sites (QV) are seen to be the most preferable binding
sites for di-atom dopants. Among the three QVs, QV2 and/or
QV3 sites show slightly higher stability compared to the QV1
site. Higher exothermic binding energies for the di-atom
dopants on the quad-atom vacancy sites suggest stronger
binding affinities and therefore would not allow the formation
of metal nanoclusters on the graphene surfaces.
Along with the configuration of the doping sites, the stability

of the DACs is found to be influenced by the surrounding N

Figure 1. Single and di-atom doping sites on the defected
monolayered graphene sheet. Metal dopants are coordinated to the
graphene atoms through N atoms. The metal dopants are represented
in orange, carbon atoms in gray, and N atoms in blue. SAC
corresponds to the doping site for the single metal dopants. For
DACs, the dopant sites are named by two-letter symbols as derived
from the initials of the vacancy sites. Here, DV denotes the divacancy
site, TV for trivacancy, QV for quadvacancy, PV for pentavacancy, and
HV for hexavacancy. In the case of DV and QV, three stable structural
geometries are obtained, whereas for the other vacancy sites, only one
configuration is found to be stable.

Figure 2. Formation energy (ΔEform) heatmap of the different metal
dimer combinations on different vacancy sites as shown in Figure 1.
The formation energy values for the corresponding single metal
dopants are also shown here. The calculation details for the formation
energies are given in Section S-II of the SI. The color map shows the
relative stability in eV/dopant site. The metal combinations are
denoted as FeM, where M corresponds to the first-row transition
metal atoms from Sc to Zn. FeNC and MNC corresponds to the
respective SACs.
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atom coordination. The effect of N atom coordination on the
stability of DACs is shown in Figure S3 for the three QV sites
with 6, 4, and 2N atom coordination.
Comparing the formation energies (ΔEform) of the di-atom

catalysts in Figure 2 with the corresponding single atom
catalysts, we find that the most stable di-atom doping sites for
some of the dimers have comparable stability with single
doping sites. This suggests that the single and di-atom
configurations could be formed simultaneously during the
thermodynamic synthetic process. However, recently suitable
methods have been reported for synthesizing the preferred di-
atom catalysts under carefully controlled conditions inside
metal−organic frameworks as the templates.24−32,37

Computational Catalyst Screening Shows Several di-
Atom Catalysts with Good Activity. Using potential
dependent DFT calculations, we study the activity of the
SACs and DACs with QV1, QV2, and QV3 geometries. As in
ref 21, we consider the following reaction mechanism for CO
formation on the catalyst surfaces:

+ * *FCO (g) CO2 2

* + + *+ − FCO H e COOH2

*+ + *++ − FCOOH H e CO H O2

* + *FCO CO(g)

The corresponding mean-field microkinetic model was
developed using the binding energies of CO2* and COOH*
as the activity descriptors in refs 20 and 21.
In Figure 3a,b, we show the activities for CO2 to CO

reduction on SACs and DACs, respectively, at an applied
potential of −0.8 V vs SHE and a buffer pH of 6.8. The choice
of pH value is motivated by the recent experimental reports on
di-atom catalysts, where CO TOF is measured in a CO2-
saturated KHCO3 electrolyte.

24,27,30,31 Section S-III in the SI
shows the potential dependence of the rate map at −0.6, −1.0,
and −1.2 V vs SHE for the SACs and DACs. The activity is

determined for different numbers of N-atom coordination
surrounding the metal dopants in both SACs and DACs. To
compare the relative activity with the TM surfaces, the
corresponding activity for (211) surfaces of Pt, Pd, Ag, Au, and
Cu are also shown in this figure through the black dots. The
black solid line in Figure 3a,b represents the parity line for
COOH* vs CO2* binding energies. Deviation from the parity
line would lead either of the two reaction steps, CO2(g) →
CO2* or CO2* → COOH* to be the rate limiting step as
indicated in the figures.
The activity volcano plot in Figure 3a shows considerable

deviation in the binding affinity for both COOH* and CO2*
intermediates in SACs with respect to the (211) TM surfaces.
The two descriptors follow a linear scaling relationship
denoted by the black dotted line on the TM (211) surfaces.
The SACs, on the other hand, show a large scatter, which in
part arises from variations in binding motifs for the
intermediates depending on the metal dopants. The early
transition SACs with Sc, Ti, and V metal dopants (denoted by
solid circles in blue) prefer a bidentate binding motif for both
CO2* and COOH* intermediates through the C and O atoms
attaching to the metal. This binding geometry tends to increase
the binding strengths in early TM dopants and results into the
CO* desorption as the reaction limiting step (see coverages in
Figure S4a). The later TM dopants from Cr to Zn (solid circle
in purple) show a monodentate binding motif of CO2* and
COOH* intermediates attaching through the C atom. This
motif reduces the binding affinities of the intermediates
resulting into either of the CO2* adsorption or COOH*
formation as the rate determining step in late TM SACs.
In addition to the variation in the binding structures, the

larger dipole moments associated with the CO2* on SACs
leads to the deviation in the binding energies from the (211)
TM scaling line.21 The adsorbate dipole moments for all the
CO2R intermediates on the SACs are shown in Figure S5 of
the SI. The narrow d-bands of all the metal dopants result in
large dipoles for CO2*.

21 The enhancement in the electrostatic
stabilization for CO2* increases the binding energies under a

Figure 3. Activity volcano plots for SACs and DACs plotted using the binding energies of CO2* and COOH* as the activity descriptors at an
applied potential −0.8 V vs SHE and pH of 6.8. (a) Unified activity of SACs with first row transition metals doped on the defected graphene layer
with 2 and 4 surrounding coordinating N atoms. The early and late transition metal dopants prefer different binding motifs as shown in the inset of
the figure. (b) The activity of FeM DACs doped on the three quad-atom vacancy sites (QV1, QV2, and QV3) for 2, 4, and 6/7 coordinating N
atoms is shown. The metal dimers with TOF comparable to or greater than the Au (211) surface and lower surface coverage for CO are mainly
highlighted in solid markers. The less active materials are shown in faded markers. The top-left panel of Figure 3b shows the chemical symbols of
the metal dimers activity comparable to or greater than the Au (211) surface and those reported in recent experimental studies. The black dotted
curve denotes the rate map for the Au (211) surface.
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field relative to COOH* and therefore results in greater
deviation from the 211 scaling line.
The DACs considered here show an even larger scatter in

the binding energies for the CO2* and COOH* intermediates.
Figure 3b shows the activity volcano plot for the different FeM
dimers doped on the three quad-atom vacancy (QV) sites at
−0.8 V and buffer pH of 6.8 and their representative binding
motifs for CO2*. The metal dopants on the QV1 site prefer a
two-site binding motif for CO2* and COOH*, where both the
metal atoms bind to the intermediates through C and O atoms
as shown in the inset (1) of Figure 3b. However, on the QV2
and QV3 sites, the single-site binding motifs are mainly
preferred as observed for the SACs. Most of the metal dopants
on QV2 and QV3 show the monodentate binding of CO2* and
COOH* through the C atom shown in the insets (2) and (3)
of Figure 3b.
We observe that the adsorbate dipole moments of the

intermediates on the active DACs show a similar trend as seen
for the SACs. CO2* shows greater dipoles compared to both
COOH* and CO* (Figure S5 in SI). Differences in the
preferential binding motifs of the CO2R intermediates
depending on the dopant geometry of DACs (QV1, QV2,
and QV3) result in greater CO2* dipoles and greater
preferential stabilization of CO2* relative to COOH*. This
results in large scattering of the binding energies on these
catalysts.
The variation in the binding geometries on SACs and DACs

considerably influences the catalytic activity for CO2R. We
compare here the activity of the SACs and DACs with the Au
(211) surface. The single and di-atom candidates with TOF for
CO production comparable to or greater than the Au (211)
surface and CO coverage (θCO) lower than 0.4 as seen from the
CO coverage plot in Figure S4) are shown in solid markers in
Figure 3a,b. The ones with lower activity compared to the Au
(211) surface are shown by the faded markers.
Screening the 3d metal dopants on single doping sites, we

find only three SACs, CrNC, FeNC, and CoNC, with high
TOF for CO production. FeNC shows an activity comparable
to the Au surface, whereas we have seen greater TOF for
CrNC and CoNC SACs than Au (211) surface. At a more
reducing potential (Section S-III in the SI), we find that in
addition to these three SACs, MnNC shows a comparable
activity to the Au (211) surface. Earlier studies have identified
some of these metal dopants as favorable catalysts for
CO2R.

11,18,20,21

With the di-atom doping sites, we have identified more
candidates within the high activity region of the volcano plot.
Five dimer candidates show comparable activity as the Au
(211) surface, while eight di-atom pairs are identified with
slightly greater TOF than the Au (211) surface. These DACs
with higher activity are labeled in the left top inset of Figure
3b. The QV1 and QV2 DACs (denoted by the diamond and
triangular markers, respectively, in Figure 3b) show the
maximum number of the candidates within this high activity
region. Comparatively, the QV3 site shows only one metal
dimer (FeCr) with higher TOF. In addition to the catalyst
doping sites, we see that lowering the N atom coordination
surrounding the metal dimers enhances the catalytic activity
for most of the FeM dimers. With 6N atom coordination, only
three candidates (FeNi on the QV1 site, and FeMn and FeCo
on the QV2 site) are identified with TOF comparable to the
Au (211) surface. The other metal dimers identified with
higher activity are surrounded by 4 or 2 coordinating N atoms.

Among the 10 FeM dimers, FeV, FeMn, FeCo, and FeCr are
found to have higher activity on more than one QV doping
sites. FeCr show higher activity on QV2 and QV3 sites,
whereas both QV1 and QV2 doping sites are found to be
active for FeV, FeMn, and FeCo dimers. On the other hand,
FeSc, FeTi, and FeNi dimers show specific selectivity of the
doping sites for the CO2R activity. While FeSc and FeNi DACs
are found to have greater activity with QV1 geometry only,
FeTi show greater TOF with the QV2 doping site. For FeFe
and FeCu, all the QV doping sites show lower activity than the
Au (211) surface. With FeZn, we have identified the QV1 site
with 4N atom coordination as the most active for CO2 to CO
reduction. However, the CO coverage plot in Figure S4
suggests higher binding affinity for CO*; thereby, the catalytic
site would be poisoned by CO at this reducing potential.
Focusing on the di-atom catalysts that have been syntheti-

cally reported in recent studies, we find three possible
candidates as FeCo, FeMn, and FeNi with catalytic activity
comparable to the Au (211) surface.24,25,27,28 While exper-
imental studies have also reported FeNi to be a good catalyst
for CO2 to CO production,24,28 for both FeMn and FeCo,
experimental characterization of their catalytic activity for
CO2R have not been performed. TOF of FeMn is found to be
higher than the recently identified FeNi dimer for CO2R. The
other two di-atom candidates that have been recently reported
in experiments as a good catalyst for CO2 to CO reduction are
FeFe and FeCu.30,31 In our screening study, we have also
identified these two dimer candidates as viable; however, the
activity is found to be lower than the Au (211) surface. The
activity volcano plot for DACs in Figure 3b shows that the
activity for both FeFe and FeCu is comparable to the Ag(211)
surface. For FeFe, we have obtained both the QV1 site with
6N and the QV2 site with 4N atom coordination as the most
active catalytic site. However, the QV1 (6N) site has higher
binding affinity for H+ ions (Figure S8 in the SI). Therefore,
we expect that the QV2 site with 4N should be the active site
for FeFe. On the other hand, for FeCu, we have found that the
QV1 site with 4N atom coordination has the highest activity
among the other doping sites.
Along with the rate of CO production, probing the rate of

the competing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at the
reduction potentials is essential for determining the catalytic
efficiency of the catalysts. Therefore, to understand the
selectivity of the best performing single and di-atom catalysts
for CO vs H2 evolution,

38 we classify the binding energies of
CO* and H* intermediates on these catalysts with (111) TM
surfaces as shown in the binding-energy plot in Figure S8 of
the Supporting Information. We found that the MNCs with
higher activity for CO2R screened in this study show lower
selectivity for H2 evolution. The binding-energy plot shows
corresponding similarity with Cu, Ag, and Au surfaces.
Following a similar classification for the FeMNCs identified
with higher TOF for CO, we find two metal dimers FeV
(QV1) and FeTi (QV2) with 2N coordination to show higher
selectivity for HER. The other active DACs show greater
selectivity for CO production.
We also consider the pathway to the formation of formic

acid for the 11 best di-atom catalysts identified with the
comparable CO2 to CO reduction activity to the Au (211)
surface in the activity volcano plot (Figure 3). The CO2 to CO
reduction mechanism has been studied in detail; however,
there is no clear indication for the initial catalytic intermediate
for the electroreduction of CO2 to formate or formic acid. In
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recent studies, the selectivity of formic acid or CO on the
transition metal surfaces and p-block elements has been
speculated to depend upon the binding mode of CO2.

39−42

The CO formation should involve the binding of CO2 through
the C atom, allowing the protonation on one of the O-atoms to
form the COOH* intermediate. On the other hand, for
formate formation, the CO2 intermediate should bind through
the O atoms for allowing the hydrogenation of the C atom to
form the first protonated intermediate *OCHO. Therefore, to
find out the possibility for the formation of *OCHO
intermediate on the di-atom catalysts, we optimized different
O binding motifs of CO2 (*OCO) on the metal dopant sites.
We find that at zero surface charge, CO2 does not prefer to

bind to the metal centers through the O atoms. However, with
an applied negative surface charge, a bidentate binding motif of
CO2 through the two O atoms is found to be stable for some
di-atom catalysts. We have not found a minimum energy
structure for *OCO on FeNi (QV1), FeMn (QV2), and FeCo
(QV2) with 6N atom coordination, FeTi (QV2) with 2N atom
coordination, and FeCr (QV3) with 4N atom coordination.
Meanwhile, all five remaining di-atom candidates able to
stabilize *OCO still prefer the CO2* motif at potential of −0.8
V vs SHE (cf. Table S2 in the SI). Therefore, at the reducing
potential of −0.8 V vs SHE, the selectivity toward formation of
CO dominates.
The other CO2R reaction pathways leading to the formation

of CH4 or CH3OH have not been considered in this study. It is
because the potential range we have considered to screen the
single and di-atom catalysts shows small CO* coverage for the
11 most active candidates. When coverages of adsorbed CO
are very small, the production of CH4 or CH3OH would be
less likely.
It is important to note that the systematic errors in

describing the O−C−O backbone structure using DFT
functionals results in a constant energy shift in the gas phase
reference values.43−45 These uncertainties yield unrealistic
errors in the estimation of adsorbate binding energy
calculations and approximation of the kinetic barriers,
particularly for CO2 adsorption. It is observed that due to
these systematic errors, an uncertainty of 5 to 7 orders of
magnitude is obtained in the computed absolute TOF values.
Therefore, in this study to reduce these empirical errors, the
binding energies of the reaction intermediates on single and di-
atom catalysts are corrected with single-point energy
calculations at hybrid HSE06 functional using the relaxed
geometries obtained with the RPBE functional. Furthermore,
instead of using the absolute TOF values, we have focused on
relative TOF values with respect to Au (211) surfaces for
screening the best candidates of the single and di-atom
catalysts for CO2 reduction. The single and di-atom catalysts
with TOFs comparable or greater than Au (211) surface have
been denoted as the active catalysts. We also note that the
solvation effects are critical for accurate evaluation of the
catalytic activity.46 By referring to the relative activity with
respect to the Au (211) surface, we also effectively remove the
systematic errors associated with the implicit solvation scheme.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We study the relative stability and catalytic activity of single
and di-atom catalysts denoted as MNC and FeMNC with M
corresponding to the 3d transition metal from Sc to Ni doped
on defected graphene support for electrochemical CO2R. We
found that two C-atom vacancies are the most stable doping

site for MNCs. On the other hand, for di-atoms, the formation
energy calculations show that the quad-atom carbon vacancies
denoted as QV1, QV2, and QV3 are the favorable doping sites.
We used a potential dependent micro-kinetic model based

on CO2* and COOH* binding energies as the activity
descriptors to understand the catalytic activity and rate of CO
production on these catalysts. Compared to transition metal
(211) surfaces, both MNCs and FeMNCs show greater extent
of scattering for ΔGCO2* and ΔGCOOH*, bound to the variations
in their binding geometry and larger adsorbate dipole−field
interactions. The early TM MNCs prefer a bidentate binding
motif for CO2* and COOH* through C and O atoms, whereas
the late TM MNCs show a monodentate motif through the C
atom. We have screened four MNCs as CrNC, MnNC, FeNC,
and CoNC with higher TOF for CO2R under lower
overpotential for CO2R.
Among the three quad-atom vacancy sites, QV1 allows a

two-site bidentate motif, where both the metal atoms bind to
CO2* and COOH* intermediates. The metal dopants on QV2
and QV3 sites show similar binding motifs as the
corresponding MNCs, where only one of the metal atoms
act as the active site for the reaction. The unified activity on
QV sites is found to depend on the site geometry of catalysts
and the surrounding coordinating N-atoms. Analyzing the
CO2R activity, we have identified 11 stable FeM dimers having
TOF for CO production comparable to the Au (211) surface
at −0.8 V vs SHE and buffer pH of 6.8. Most of these dimers
show lower selectivity for HER. Among these DACs, both
FeMn and FeNi dimers have been synthesized in the recent
studies.
The single or di-atom catalysts lead to larger dipoles for

CO2* because of their localized d-states on the metal
dopants.21 The larger dipole enhances the stabilization of the
adsorbed CO2* upon interacting with the interfacial electric
field under an applied potential and electrolyte. This
electrostatic stabilization has been identified as one defining
source of the deviation from the transition metal scaling line at
working potentials and tunable field−dipole interactions in
catalyst design. In contrast to the SACs, the di-atom metal
dopants create a larger variety of binding sites for CO2*,
resulting in a wider spread of the created surface dipoles. We
interpret this new degree of freedom as the source of the
increased scattering in the activity plot shown in Figure 3.
In addition to the site geometries, the electrocatalytic

activity could be effectively tuned by the identity of the alkali
metal ions in the electrolyte. Several theoretical and
experimental studies have elucidated the effect of the
electrolyte cation size on the intrinsic activity of metal catalysts
for CO2 electro-reduction.3,47 We expect that careful
evaluation of the cation effects on the metal doped graphene
catalysts will open new possibilities to tune the catalytic activity
of SACs and DACs for renewable energy generation
technologies.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscatal.1c05750.

Computational detail for the simulation (Section S-I);
(Figure S1) structural possibilities of SACs with various
N atom coordination; formation energy calculations and
relative stability of the SACs and DACs (Figures S2 and
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S3, Section S-II); Figures S4 and S5 CO coverage plot
and adsorbate dipole moment plots for best performing
SACs and DACs; (Figures S6 and S7, Section S-III)
potential dependent activity rate map for SACs and
DACs; CO2R vs HER selectivity (Figure S8); (Section
S-IV) formation free energies of the best di-atom
candidates; comparison of *CO2 and *OCO binding
motifs on the best di-atom catalysts (Section S-V);
(Figure S9, Section S-VI) comparison of the binding
energies and magnetic moment values for FeNi DACs
calculated as RPBE and HSE06 functional with and
without structural relaxation; and free energy diagrams
for the CO2 to CO reduction pathway for the best di-
atom candidates (Figure S10) (PDF)
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